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Every smart phone is renowned for its outstanding special features and Nokia 808 pure view is
known for its 41 mega pixels smart phone. But you cannot say that it is a complete 41 mega pixel
smart phone as this achieved through the stylish pause of five sub pixels. Their single set ups
accessible in the smart phones and down to medium end cameras organizes the policy like Bayer
filtering is utilized for achieving a high mega pixel count excluding all those large number of sub
pixels. For instance a 12 mega pixel Omni Vision sensor has 12 mega pixels each can be blue,
green or red moreover each color is opposing to each other and possess its own RGB sub pixels
that means 12X3.

Nokia pure view new technology deploys a custom color filter moreover the sensor does not speak
up its 41 megapixel image. The superb idea behind this innovative technology is to provide a 5
mega pixel image which should be exceptionally pointed and crisp. Also such a feature is backed by
35mmf/2.4 aperture Carl Zeiss lens and LED flash.

Nokia has claimed that with the help of such technology it is possible for the user to zoom in up to
three times without losing the quality of the picture. In this the user is receiving an effect which is
similar to three timeâ€™s optical zoom and a superb 5 megapixel image. This shows that each pixel has
another three sub pixels at the similar physical address, eradicating all the issues and artifacts of
traditional Bayer filtering and providing something very special with a three sensor SLR.

The Nokia 808 highlights a 1.3GHz single core processor, 16GB of on board storage; 512MB
Random access Memory and a 360 x 640 HD display. The most interesting part of this smart phone
is that it would be supported by the Symbian Belle operating system opposite to Windows phone.
However Nokia is planning of bringing forward this technology in all the other devices in the near
future. Company has stated that the Nokia 808 would soon be launched in the month of May and its
launching price is â‚¬450. It highly remarkable feature would attract number of users from each and
every corner of the world.

Check out the best blackberry handset with amazing offers â€“ blackberry torch 9860 deals @
http://www.blackberrytorch9860contractdeals.co.uk/
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